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Evidence of Things Seen
In this volume, 12 scholars from various disciplines - have produced a
comprehensive account of the pandemic's origins, spread, and mortality, as well as
its economic, social, political, and religious effects.

The Southern Side; Or, Andersonville Prison
Queens of the Conquest
The moderate man shall inherit the kingdom.That man needs to be the
Queenmaker.London 1529 - Cardinal Wolsey has ruled England in King Henry VIII's
name for most of his reign. Now Henry wants to leave his extraordinary Spanish
wife of twenty years, Queen Katherine, to marry Anne Boleyn and secure a male
heir for the kingdom. Only God can end a marriage, through his appointed voices
on Earth, the powerful Cardinal Wolsey, and Cardinal Campeggio sent from Rome
in the Pope's place.Wolsey's faithful attendant, commoner Thomas Cromwell, has
the mind, the skills and the ambition to secure a royal annulment. Cromwell's
forgotten past in Italy reappears with Campeggio's new attendant, Nicóla
Frescobaldi, the peculiar son of Cromwell's former Italian master. While the great
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Cardinals of Christendom fight the King, the Pope and their God for an annulment,
Cromwell and Frescobaldi hold the power over a country at war with its own
conscience.Cromwell is called the double-minded man, whose golden eyes make
money appear. Now Cromwell wants the power to destroy the Catholic Church in
England. Frescobaldi is known as the waif-like creature, the Pope's favourite
companion, but Frescobaldi wants freedom from Pope Clement and his Medici
family in Italy. Cromwell and Frescobaldi will place themselves into the heart of
religious and political influence as they strive to create an English queen, or lose
their heads for their crimes and sinful secrets.

The Hidden Lives of Tudor Women: A Social History
This book offers the term 'ecophobia' as a way of understanding and organizing
representations of contempt for the natural world. Estok argues that this
vocabulary is both necessary to the developing area of ecocritical studies and for
our understandings of the representations of 'Nature' in Shakespeare.

Ecocriticism and Shakespeare
This is the first systematic scholarly study of the Ottoman experience of plague
during the Black Death pandemic and the centuries that followed. Using a wealth
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of archival and narrative sources, including medical treatises, hagiographies, and
travelers' accounts, as well as recent scientific research, Nükhet Varlik
demonstrates how plague interacted with the environmental, social, and political
structures of the Ottoman Empire from the late medieval through the early modern
era. The book argues that the empire's growth transformed the epidemiological
patterns of plague by bringing diverse ecological zones into interaction and by
intensifying the mobilities of exchange among both human and non-human agents.
Varlik maintains that persistent plagues elicited new forms of cultural imagination
and expression, as well as a new body of knowledge about the disease. In turn, this
new consciousness sharpened the Ottoman administrative response to the plague,
while contributing to the makings of an early modern state.

Black Death in London
Disabled Bodies in Early Modern Spanish Literature: Prostitutes, Aging Women and
Saints examines the concepts and role of women in selected Spanish discourses
and literary texts from the late fifteenth to seventeenth centuries from the
perspective of feminist disability theories. This study explores a wide range of
Spanish medical, regulatory and moral discourses, illustrating how such texts
inherit, reproduce and propagate an amalgam of Western traditional concepts of
female embodiment. It goes on to examine concrete representations of deviant
female characters, focusing on the figures of syphilitic prostitutes and physically
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decayed aged women in literary texts such as Celestina, Lozana andaluza and
selected works by Cervantes and Quevedo. Finally, an analysis of the personal
testimony of Teresa de Avila, a nun suffering neurological disorders, complements
the discussion of early modern women's disability. By expanding the meanings of
contemporary theories of materiality and the social construction of disability, the
book concludes that paradoxically, femininity, bodily afflictions, and mental
instability characterized the new literary heroes at the very time Spain was at the
apex of its imperial power. Ultimately, as this study shows, the broken female
bodies of pre-industrial Spanish literature reveal the cracks in the foundational
principles of power and established truths.

Blood Will Tell
A re-examination of Henry VIII's eldest daughter, Mary, and her relationship with
her father.

Hellfire Nation
From Agatha Christie’s favorite American author—an amateur sleuth rescues his
wife when her vacation home includes a ghost and murder. In the sticky summer of
1943, a secluded cottage in the Berkshires sounds just the ticket to the newly
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married Clara Gamadge. The resident ghost, a slender woman in a sunbonnet who
died just one year ago in the cottage Clara is now renting, merely adds to the local
color. It’s all nothing more than a spooky game, until the woman’s sister is
strangled while Clara dozes in a chair by her bed. The only clue: Clara’s panicked
memory of a woman in a sunbonnet standing at the door. Happily, Henry Gamadge
arrives in time to calm his wife and solve the mystery (though not without some
stellar help from Clara!). “Ingenious . . . most readers will be completely fooled.”
—New York Times

White Coat Tales
A completely updated, revised edition of the classic, outfitted with a whole new
arsenal of indispensable knowledge on global affairs, popular culture, economic
trends, scientific principles, and modern arts. Here’s your chance to brush up on all
those subjects you slept through in school, reacquaint yourself with all the facts
you once knew (then promptly forgot), catch up on major developments in the
world today, and become the Renaissance man or woman you always knew you
could be! How do you tell the Balkans from the Caucasus? What’s the difference
between fission and fusion? Whigs and Tories? Shiites and Sunnis? Deduction and
induction? Why aren’t all Shakespearean comedies necessarily thigh-slappers?
What are transcendental numbers and what are they good for? What really
happened in Plato’s cave? Is postmodernism dead or just having a bad hair day?
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And for extra credit, when should you use the adjective continual and when should
you use continuous? An Incomplete Education answers these and thousands of
other questions with incomparable wit, style, and clarity. American Studies, Art
History, Economics, Film, Literature, Music, Philosophy, Political Science,
Psychology, Religion, Science, and World History: Here’s the bottom line on each of
these major disciplines, distilled to its essence and served up with consummate
flair. In this revised edition you’ll find a vitally expanded treatment of international
issues, reflecting the seismic geopolitical upheavals of the past decade, from
economic free-fall in South America to Central Africa’s world war, and from violent
radicalization in the Muslim world to the crucial trade agreements that are defining
globalization for the twenty-first century. And don’t forget to read the section "A
Nervous American’s Guide to Living and Loving on Five Continents" before you
answer a personal ad in the International Herald Tribune. As delightful as it is
illuminating, An Incomplete Education packs ten thousand years of culture into a
single superbly readable volume. This is a book to celebrate, to share, to give and
receive, to pore over and browse through, and to return to again and again.

Memoirs of the Dukes of Urbino, Illustrating the Arms, Arts,
and Literature of Italy, from 1440 to 1630
The threat of unstoppable plagues, such as AIDS and Ebola, is always with us. In
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Europe, the most devastating plagues were those from the Black Death pandemic
in the 1300s to the Great Plague of London in 1665. For the last 100 years, it has
been accepted that Yersinia pestis, the infective agent of bubonic plague, was
responsible for these epidemics. This book combines modern concepts of
epidemiology and molecular biology with computer-modelling. Applying these to
the analysis of historical epidemics, the authors show that they were not, in fact,
outbreaks of bubonic plague. Biology of Plagues offers a completely new
interdisciplinary interpretation of the plagues of Europe and establishes them
within a geographical, historical and demographic framework. This fascinating
detective work will be of interest to readers in the social and biological sciences,
and lessons learnt will underline the implications of historical plagues for modernday epidemiology.

Fictions of Disease in Early Modern England
A study of common and exotic food in Shakespeare's plays, this is the first book to
explore early modern English dietary literature to understand better the
significance of food in Shakespearean drama. Food in Shakespeare provides for
modern readers and audiences an historically accurate account of the range of,
and conflicts between, contemporary ideas that informed the representations of
food in the plays. It also focuses on the social and moral implications of familiar
and strange foodstuff in Shakespeare's works. This new approach provides
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substantial fresh readings of Hamlet, Macbeth, As you Like It, The Winter's Tale,
Henry IV Parts 1 and 2, Henry V, Titus Andronicus, Coriolanus, Pericles, Timon of
Athens, and the co-authored Sir Thomas More. Among the dietaries explored are
Andrew Boorde's A Compendyous Regyment or a Dyetary of Healthe (1547),
William Bullein's The Gouernement of Healthe (1595), Thomas Elyot's The Castle of
Helthe (1595) and Thomas Cogan's The Hauen of Health (1636). These dieteries
were republished several times in the early modern period; together they typify
the genre's condemnation of surfeit and the tendency to blame human disease on
feeding practices. This study directs scholarly attention to the importance of early
modern dietaries, analyzing their role in wider culture as well as their intersection
with dramatic art. In the dietaries food and drink are indices of one's position in
relation to complex ideas about rank, nationality, and spiritual well-being; careful
consumption might correct moral as well as physical shortcomings. The dietaries
are an eclectic genre: some contain recipes for the reader to try, others give tips
on more general lifestyle choices, but all offer advice on how to maintain good
health via diet. Although some are more stern and humourless than others, the
overwhelming impression is that of food as an ally in the battle against disease and
ill-health as well as a potential enemy.

A History of Medicine
Women have engaged in healing from the beginning of history, often within the
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context of the home. This book studies the role, contributions and challenges faced
by women healers in France, Spain, Italy and England, including medical practice
among women in the Jewish and Muslim communities, from the later Middle Ages
to approximately 1800.

Breverton's Complete Herbal
This collection of intriguing stories offers profound insights into medical history. It
highlights what all health professionals should know about the career path they
have chosen. Each chapter presents a number of fascinating tales of legendary
medical innovators, diseases that changed history, insightful clinical sayings,
famous persons and their illnesses, and epic blunders made by physicians and
scientists. The book relates the stories in history to what clinicians do in practice
today and is ideal reading for physicians, residents, medical students and all
clinicians.

Primary Care Nutrition
Named one of the Best Books of the Year by NPR A New York Times Book Review
Editors Choice Selection An erudite romp through the intimate details of life in
Tudor England, "Goodman's latest…is a revelation" (New York Times Book Review).
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On the heels of her triumphant How to Be a Victorian, Ruth Goodman travels even
further back in English history to the era closest to her heart, the dramatic period
from the crowning of Henry VII to the death of Elizabeth I. A celebrated master of
British social and domestic history, Ruth Goodman draws on her own adventures
living in re-created Tudor conditions to serve as our intrepid guide to sixteenthcentury living. Proceeding from daybreak to bedtime, this “immersive, engrossing”
(Slate) work pays tribute to the lives of those who labored through the era. From
using soot from candle wax as toothpaste to malting grain for homemade ale, from
the gruesome sport of bear-baiting to cuckolding and cross-dressing—the madcap
habits and revealing intimacies of life in the time of Shakespeare are vividly
rendered for the insatiably curious.

Frailty of Human Affairs
Catherine of Aragon
William Shakespeare found dozens of different ways to kill off his characters, and
audiences today still enjoy the same reactions – shock, sadness, fear – that they
did more than 400 years ago when these plays were first performed. But how
realistic are these deaths, and did Shakespeare have the knowledge to back them
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up? In the Bard's day death was a part of everyday life. Plague, pestilence and
public executions were a common occurrence, and the chances of seeing a dead or
dying body on the way home from the theatre were high. It was also a time of
important scientific progress. Shakespeare kept pace with anatomical and medical
advances, and he included the latest scientific discoveries in his work, from blood
circulation to treatments for syphilis. He certainly didn't shy away from portraying
the reality of death on stage, from the brutal to the mundane, and the spectacular
to the silly. Elizabethan London provides the backdrop for Death by Shakespeare,
as Kathryn Harkup turns her discerning scientific eye to the Bard and the varied
and creative ways his characters die. Was death by snakebite as serene as
Shakespeare makes out? Could lack of sleep have killed Lady Macbeth? Can you
really murder someone by pouring poison in their ear? Kathryn investigates what
actual events may have inspired Shakespeare, what the accepted scientific
knowledge of the time was, and how Elizabethan audiences would have responded
to these death scenes. Death by Shakespeare will tell you all this and more in a
rollercoaster of Elizabethan carnage, poison, swordplay and bloodshed, with an
occasional death by bear-mauling for good measure.

The Great Pestilence (A. D. 1348-9)
The Black Death of 1348–49 may have killed more than 50% of the European
population. This book examines the impact of this appalling disaster on England's
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most populous city, London. Using previously untapped documentary sources
alongside archaeological evidence, a remarkably detailed picture emerges of the
arrival, duration and public response to this epidemic and subsequent fourteenthcentury outbreaks. Wills and civic and royal administration documents provide
clear evidence of the speed and severity of the plague, of how victims, many
named, made preparations for their heirs and families, and of the immediate social
changes that the aftermath brought. The traditional story of the timing and arrival
of the plague is challenged and the mortality rate is revised up to 50%–60% in the
first outbreak, with a population decline of 40–45% across Edward III’s reign.
Overall, The Black Death in London provides as detailed a story as it is possible to
tell of the impact of the plague on a major medieval English city.

The King's Pearl
Henry VIII lived for 55 years and had many health issues, particularly towards the
end of his reign. Packed with glorious full-colour photos of the illnesses and
treatments Henry VIII used, alongside primary source documents, this book is a
treat for the eyes and is full of information for those with a love of all things Tudor.

The Pageant of British History;
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The image of Catherine of Aragon has always suffered in comparison to the heirproviding Jane Seymour or the vivacious eroticism of Anne Boleyn. But when Henry
VIII married Catherine, she was an auburn-haired beauty in her twenties with a
passion she had inherited from her parents, Isabella and Ferdinand, the joint-rulers
of Spain who had driven the Moors from their country.This daughter of
conquistadors showed the same steel and sense of command when organising the
defeat of the Scots at the Battle of Flodden and Henry was to learn, to his cost,
that he had not met a tougher opponent on or off the battlefield when he tried to
divorce her.Henry VIII introduced four remarkable women into the tumultuous flow
of England's history: Catherine of Aragon and her daughter 'Bloody' Queen Mary;
and Anne Boleyn and her daughter, the Virgin Queen Elizabeth. 'From this contest,
between two mothers and two daughters, was born the religious passion and
violence that inflamed England for centuries,' says David Starkey. Reformation,
revolution and Tudor history would all have been vastly different without Catherine
of Aragon.Giles Tremlett's new biography is the first in more than four decades to
be dedicated entirely and uniquely to the tenacious woman whose marriage lasted
twice as long as those of Henry's five other wives put together. It draws on fresh
material from Spain to trace the dramatic events of her life through Catherine of
Aragon's own eyes.'Enthralling biography . . . this lively and richly detailed book . .
. describing the queen's fierce battle to retain her crown, Tremlett brilliantly
breathes life into the shadowy figure of a stubborn and finally heroic woman.'Daily
Telegraph
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Influenza
Militärmedizin / Geschichte / USA.

The Raven's Widow
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of
the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain
in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United
States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or
corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we
concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made
generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work
has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the
original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important
part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.

Food in Shakespeare
In the first volume of an exciting new series, bestselling author Alison Weir brings
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the dramatic reigns of England’s medieval queens to life. The lives of England’s
medieval queens were packed with incident—love, intrigue, betrayal, adultery, and
warfare—but their stories have been largely obscured by centuries of myth and
omission. Now esteemed biographer Alison Weir provides a fresh perspective and
restores these women to their rightful place in history. Spanning the years from
the Norman conquest in 1066 to the dawn of a new era in 1154, when Henry II
succeeded to the throne and Eleanor of Aquitaine, the first Plantagenet queen, was
crowned, this epic book brings to vivid life five women, including: Matilda of
Flanders, wife of William the Conqueror, the first Norman king; Matilda of Scotland,
revered as “the common mother of all England”; and Empress Maud, England’s
first female ruler, whose son King Henry II would go on to found the Plantagenet
dynasty. More than those who came before or after them, these Norman consorts
were recognized as equal sharers in sovereignty. Without the support of their
wives, the Norman kings could not have ruled their disparate dominions as
effectively. Drawing from the most reliable contemporary sources, Weir skillfully
strips away centuries of romantic lore to share a balanced and authentic take on
the importance of these female monarchs. What emerges is a seamless royal saga,
an all-encompassing portrait of English medieval queenship, and a sweeping
panorama of British history. Praise for Queens of the Conquest “Best-selling author
[Alison] Weir pens another readable, well-researched English history, the first in a
proposed four-volume series on England’s medieval queens. . . . Weir’s research
skills and storytelling ability combine beautifully to tell a fascinating story
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supported by excellent historical research. Fans of her fiction and nonfiction will
enjoy this latest work.”—Library Journal (starred review) “Another sound feminist
resurrection by a seasoned historian . . . Though Norman queens were largely
unknowable, leave it to this prolific historical biographer to bring them to life. . . .
As usual, Weir is meticulous in her research.”—Kirkus Reviews

An Incomplete Education
The Cambridge History of Medicine
The Germ of an Idea
"Jane Boleyn is finally given the thoughtful and poignant story she has long been
denied" - Olga Hughes, Nerdalicious.com.au "An absorbing story that draws you
into a vividly created world" - Amy Licence, Best-Selling Author and Historian The
river was as calm as I had ever seen it. Ordinarily, the tide would have been wild
by this time of year, and woe unto any man unfortunate enough to fall into the
fierce currents of the Thames. Tonight the tides were still, and the surface of the
water appeared glassy. When I peered down into the dark depths, I saw my tired,
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drawn face wavering in the reflection. I quickly turned away as I fought back a
wave of nausea, frightened by the anguish I saw etched there. "Only a few
moments more my lady, the Tower is just ahead." -------------- Jane Parker never
dreamed that her marriage into the Boleyn family would raise her star to such
dizzying heights. Before long, she finds herself as trusted servant and confidante to
her sister-in-law, Anne Boleyn; King Henry VIII's second queen. On a gorgeous
spring day, that golden era is cut short by the swing of a sword. Jane is unmoored
by the tragic death of her husband, George, and her loss sets her on a reckless
path that leads to her own imprisonment in the Tower of London. Surrounded by
the remnants of her former life, Jane must come to terms with her actions. In the
Tower, she will face up to who she really is and how everything went so wrong.

Herbal Simples Approved for Modern Uses of Cure
The Cambridge History of Medicine surveys the rise of medicine in the West from
classical times to the present. Covering both the social and scientific history of
medicine, this 2006 volume traces the chronology of key developments and
events, engaging with the issues, discoveries, and controversies that have
characterized medical progress.

Guernsey Folk Lore
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The Love Letters of Henry VIII to Anne Boleyn; With Notes
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part
of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from
the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible.
Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of
these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world),
and other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United
States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may
freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this
work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc.
Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be
preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important
part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.

Plague and Empire in the Early Modern Mediterranean World
Annotation Although the US is proud of being a secular state, religion lies at the
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heart of American politics. This volume looks at how the country came to have the
soul of a church & the consequences - the moral crusades against slavery, alcohol,
witchcraft & discrimination that time & again have prevailed upon the nation.

The Army Medical Department, 1775-1818
The author suggests that it was Henry, not his wives, who was the true source of
his difficulty in fathering heirs. The author and her colleagues unearthed the
obstetrical problems that arise from having a Kell positive progenitor, and the
potential complication of McLeod syndrome.

Pustules, Pestilence and Pain
'Olav Thulesius sets out to resurrect the sullied reputation of one of the most
prolific writers of medical works during the Interregnum. - Thulesius has given us a
welcome beginning of a study of a fascinating and neglected figure who made
serious contributions to mid-seventeenth-century medicine while always living on
the fringes of the established and licensed medical community.' - Martha Baldwin,
Journal of the History or Medicine Was Nicholas Culpeper (1616-54) the father of
English herbal medicine or a quacksalver and charlatan astrologer? This first
modern biography shows a more complex picture. For example during the Civil
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War the Puritan Culpeper was wounded while fighting on the Parliamentarian side,
as a physician of the poor, he had a burning desire to explain the secrets of
medicine to ordinary people, He was not only the author of the famous herbal The
English Physician but he also wrote the first book on midwifery and childcare and
translated The London Pharmacopoeia.

A History of Epidemics in Britain
My lifetime encompasses the postwar subsidence in the early 1920s of the
greatest influenza pandemic in history, direct encounters with FM1 virus at Fort
Mon mouth in 1947, the care of influenza patients in the 1950s, the pursuit of the
in fluenza virus through the modern pandemics of 1957 and 1968, and a present in
which the genes of the virus have dissembled in the DNA of vaccinia virus and
Escherichia coli through the wand of "high tech. " If my corpus could be fossilized
for archival and archaeological purposes, it would be found to contain immune
cells branded with the imprint of the "swine" influenza virus of post-1918 and brain
cells no less imprinted with memories of the abortive return of its descendant
during America's bicentennial. But before that unlikely event, I wanted to try to
make some sense out of this baffling dis ease and its viruses-expecting no
definitive revelations but hoping for a sharper definition of problems. Hence this
book. It is an audacious act in these days of specialization to essay a book such as
this singlehandedly, but I have done so for selfish reasons. I wanted to reexam ine
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old questions about the nature of influenza and its epidemics in the light of the
dazzling advances in molecular biology of the past few years. No virus has been
better studied, but few diseases are less well understood.

The Fall of Anne Boleyn
Breverton's Complete Herbal is a modern reworking of Culpeper's classic reference
guide, Culpeper's Complete Herbal. Arranged alphabetically, this book describes
over 250 herbs and spices as well as feature entries on scented herb/medicinal
gardens, the great herbalists and New World Herbs not included in Culpepper's
original text. Each entry provides a description of the herb: its appearance and
botanical features, a brief history of its uses in medicine, dyeing and cuisine to
bizarre remedies and concoctions designed to get rid of all manner of real and
imaginary ailments. As informative as it is entertaining, this incredibly diverse
compendium contains just about everything you'll ever need to know about the
properties and provenance of herbs and spices of the world. From amara dulcis to
yarrow, all-heal to viper's bugloss, Breverton's Complete Herbal is a modern day
treasury of over 250 herbs and their uses.

Death By Shakespeare
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Disabled Bodies in Early Modern Spanish Literature
Contagionism is an old idea, but gained new life in Restoration Britain. Germ of an
Idea considers British contagionism in its religious, social, political and professional
context from the Great Plague of London to the adoption of smallpox inoculation. It
shows how ideas about contagion changed medicine and the understanding of
acute diseases.

Women and the Practice of Medical Care in Early Modern
Europe, 1400-1800
During the spring of 1536 in Tudor England, events conspire to bring down Anne
Boleyn, the Queen of England. The coup against the Queen results in the brutal
executions of six innocent people - Anne Boleyn herself, her brother, and four
courtiers - and the rise of a new Queen. Drawing on sixteenth century letters, eye
witness accounts and chronicles, Claire Ridgway leads the reader through the
sequence of chilling events one day at a time, telling the true story of Anne
Boleyn's fall. The Fall of Anne Boleyn: A Countdown is presented in a diary format,
allowing readers to dip in, look up a particular date, or read from start to finish.
Special features include mini biographies of those involved, a timeline of events
and full referencing. - Why was Anne Boleyn executed? - Who was responsible for
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Anne Boleyn's fall? - Was Anne Boleyn's execution a foregone conclusion and was
she framed? Claire Ridgway, creator of The Anne Boleyn Files website and bestselling author of The Anne Boleyn Collection & On This Day in Tudor History,
continues her mission to share the truth about Anne Boleyn.

Plague and the End of Antiquity
This book contains the necessary knowledge and tools to incorporate nutrition into
primary care practice. As a practical matter, this effort is led by a dedicated
primary care physician with the help of motivated registered dietitians, nurses,
psychologists, physical therapists, and office staff whether within a known practice
or by referral to the community. It is essential that the nutrition prescription
provided by the physician be as efficient as possible. While many team members
have superior knowledge in the areas of nutrition, exercise, and psychology, the
health practitioner remains the focus of patient confidence in a therapy plan.
Therefore, the endorsement of the plan rather than the implementation of the plan
is the most important task of the physician. This book proposes a significant
change in attitude of primary health care providers in terms of the power of
nutrition in prevention and treatment of common disease. It features detailed and
referenced information on the role of nutrition in the most common conditions
encountered in primary care practice. In the past, treatment focused primarily on
drugs and surgery for the treatment of disease with nutrition as an afterthought.
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Advanced technologies and drugs are effective for the treatment of acute disease,
but many of the most common diseases such as heart disease, diabetes, and
cancer are not preventable with drugs and surgery. While there is mention of
prevention of heart disease, this largely relates to the use of statins with some
modest discussion of a healthy diet. Similarly, prevention of type 2 diabetes is the
early introduction of metformin or intensive insulin therapy.

How To Be a Tudor: A Dawn-to-Dusk Guide to Tudor Life
How did early modern people imagine their bodies? What impact did the new
disease syphilis and recurrent outbreaks of plague have on these mental
landscapes? Why was the glutted belly such a potent symbol of pathology?
Ranging from the Reformation through the English Civil War, Fictions of Disease in
Early Modern England is a unique study of a fascinating cultural imaginary of
'disease' and its political consequences. Healy's original approach illuminates the
period's disease-impregnated literature, including works by Shakespeare, Milton,
Dekker, Heywood and others.

Nicholas Culpeper
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Biology of Plagues
The turbulent Tudor Age never fails to capture the imagination. But what was it
truly like to be a woman during this era? The Tudor period conjures up images of
queens and noblewomen in elaborate court dress; of palace intrigue and dramatic
politics. But if you were a woman, it was also a time when death during childbirth
was rife; when marriage was usually a legal contract, not a matter for love, and the
education you could hope to receive was minimal at best. Yet the Tudor century
was also dominated by powerful and dynamic women in a way that no era had
been before. Historian Elizabeth Norton explores the life cycle of the Tudor woman,
from childhood to old age, through the diverging examples of women such as
Elizabeth Tudor, Henry VIII’s sister; Cecily Burbage, Elizabeth's wet nurse; Mary
Howard, widowed but influential at court; Elizabeth Boleyn, mother of a
controversial queen; and Elizabeth Barton, a peasant girl who would be lauded as a
prophetess. Their stories are interwoven with studies of topics ranging from Tudor
toys to contraception to witchcraft, painting a portrait of the lives of queens and
serving maids, nuns and harlots, widows and chaperones. Norton brings this
vibrant period to colorful life in an evocative and insightful social history.
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